Introduction
In this note, we prove the local-in-time well-posedness (LWP) and the mass and energy conservation laws for a 3d cubic nonlinear Schrödinger equation with a real-valued potential V pxq:
iu t`∆ u´V u˘|u| 2 u " 0; up0q " u 0 P H s , by a contraction mapping argument. The main tools are Strichartz estimates (Lemma 3.4), derived from the dispersive estimate of Beceanu and Goldberg [BG] , and the norm equivalence between the standard Sobolev norm and the Sobolev norm associated with a Schrödinger operator H "´∆`V (Lemma 3.2). 1.2. Resolvent. Let σpHq be the spectrum of H. For z P σpHq, we define the resolvent operator by R V pzq " pH´zq´1. Recall the free resolvent formula (1.1) pR 0 pzqf qpxq " pp´∆´zq´1f qpxq "
Potential classes. We say that a real-valued function V is contained in
e ?´z |x´y| 4π|x´y| f pyqdy, z P Czr0,`8q.
1.3. Acknowledgement. The author would like to thank Vedran Sohinger for explaining that [Ca, Theorem 1.2.5 ] is useful to show persistence of regularity.
Spectral Properties
We begin by reviewing the spectral properties of Schrödinger operators H "´∆`V . We will show that under suitable assumptions, paq H is self-adjoint on L 2 with domain h 2 , which is dense in H 1 ; pbq the spectrum σpHq is purely absolutely on the positive real-line r0,`8q and has at most finitely many negative eigenvalues.
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Lemma 2.1 (Quadratic form [DP] ). Let V be in Kato class, and define the quadratic form by qpu, vq :"
uHvdx.
Then there exists
for all u P H 1 . Thus, q is lower semi-bounded with form domain H 1 .
Proof. Let a be a large number to be chosen later. We claim that
which is, by the standard T T˚argument with T " |V | 1 2 p´∆`2aq´1 2 , equivalent to
Note that p2.2q follows once we prove that
|V pyq|e´?
since by the free resolvent formula p1.1q and the Hölder inequality, the left hand side of p2.2q is less than
To show p2.3q, we choose r 0 ą 0 such that
|V pyq| 4π|y| dy " e´?
|V pyq| |x j´y | dy À e´?
Now we choose a " 1 depending on r 0 so that (2.5)
Combining p2.4q and p2.5q, we obtain p2.3q. 
Hence, if the negative part of a potential, denoted by V´, is small, precisely, }V´} K ď 4π, then the quadratic form q is positive-definite:
Proof. Following [ReSi1, Theorem VIII.15] , we aim to show that p1`a`Hq : H 1 Ñ H´1 is a quasi-isometry. Indeed, if it is true, the inverse p1`a`Hq´1 : H´1 Ñ H 1 exists, and p1`a`Hq´1 : 
Then it follows from the Riesz lemma with inner product p¨,¨q 1 that there exists u P H 1 such that
vp1`a`Hqudx for all v P H 1 , which implies p1`a`Hqu " f .
Remark 2.4. piq Since p1`a`Hq´1 is a quasi-isometry and L 2 is dense in H´1, H 2 is a dense subset of H 1 . In general, H 2 ‰ H 2 [Sh] . piiq H 2 is a Hilbert space with inner product pu, vq 2 " ş R 3 p1`a`Hqup1`a`Hqvdx. Lemma 2.5 (Essential spectrum). If V P K 0 , then σ ess pHq " r0,`8q.
Proof. Let λ "´p1`aq. Since H is semi-bounded, by Weyl's essential spectrum theorem [ReSi2, Theorem XIII.14] , it suffices to check that R V pλq´R 0 pλq is compact on L 2 . We denote T V1,V2 pλq :"
such that }V´V ǫ } K ď ǫ and signpV q " signpV ǫ q. By Remark 2.2, we have
Moreover, since V ǫ,1 is compactly supported, it follows from the Rellich compactness theorem that
Since ǫ is arbitrary, we conclude that V 1 R 0 pλq is compact.
Lemma 2.6 (Negative eigenvalues). If V P K 0 and zero is not a resonance, then H has at most finitely many negative eigenvalues.
Proof. Since eigenvalues are discrete, it suffices to exclude the scenario that negative eigenvalues are accumulated to zero. First, we claim that negative eigenvalues are resonances. Let ψ P H 2 be an eigenfunction corresponding to a negative eigenvalue λ. For ǫ ą 0, we choose
which is formally equivalent to
Thus,
By the claim, it is enough to show that resonances cannot be accumulated to zero. By the assumption, pI`V R 0 p0qq is invertible in LpL 1 q. We write
By the mean value theorem, we have
Moreover, we have }pV´V ǫ qpR 0 pλq´R 0 p0qq} LpL 1 q À ǫ.
Hence, if λ ă 0 is sufficiently close to zero, one can make }pI`V R 0 p0qq´1V pR 0 pλq´R 0 p0qq} LpL 1 q arbitrarily small. Thus, pI`V R 0 pλqq is invertible, and λ is thus not a resonance.
Lemma 2.7 (Spectrum on the positive real-line [BG] ). If V P K 0 and H has no resonance on r0,`8q, then H has purely absolutely continuous spectrum on r0,`8q.
Norm Equivalence and Strichartz Estimates
We present two main items for LWP: norm equivalence and Strichartz estimates.
Proof. Choose a " 1 such that }pa`V q´} K ă 4π. Observe that by the Feynmann-Kac formula (A.26) of [Si] and [Ta, Theorem 2] , there exist A 1 , A 2 ą 0 such that
Applying it to (3.1) p1`a`Hq´s 2 " 1 Γps{2q
we obtain the kernel estimate for p1`a`Hq´s 2 . The Sobolev inequality then follows from the inhomogeneous fractional integration inequality. By the same way, we can show piiq.
We denote the standard inhomogeneous (homogeneous, resp) Sobolev space by W s,r ( 9 W s,r , resp).
We define the inhomogeneous (homogeneous, resp) Sobolev norm associated with ⌋H by
where a is a large number given by Lemma 3.1. We denote }u} H s :" }u} W s,2 and }u} 9 H s :" }u} 9 W s,2 . The following lemma says that these two norms are equivalent for some r. Proof. Following [DFVV] , we will show the inhomogeneous case. We omit the proof for the homogeneous case, since it can be proved similarly. By the Hölder inequality and the Sobolev inequality in the Lorentz norms, we have
Lemma 3.2 (Norm equivalence). If
,r À }f } W 2,r for 1 ă r ă 3 2 . Moreover, since e´t p1`a`Hq and e´t p1`a´∆q satisfy the Gaussian heat kernel estimate [Ta] , it follows from Sikora and Wright [SW] that the imaginary power operators p1`a`Hq iy and p1`a´∆q iy , with y P R, are bounded on L r for all 1 ă r ă 8 with the operator norm " xyy 3{2 .
Therefore, we obtain }p1`a´∆q iy p1`a`Hq´i y } L r ÑL r À xyy 3 for 1 ă r ă 8 and y P R }p1`a´∆q 2`iy p1`a`Hq´2´i y } L r ÑL r À xyy 3 for 1 ă r ă 3 2 and y P R. By the Stein-Weiss complex interpolation theorem as in [DFVV] , we conclude that
The other direction follows from the same argument.
Recall the dispersive estimate of Beceanu and Goldberg [BG] : Lemma 3.3 (Dispersion estimate [BG] ). If V P K 0 and H has no resonance on r0,`8q, then
where P c is the spectral projection to the continuous spectrum r0,`8q. Note that by the norm equivalence, }u} S s pIq " }u} S s pIq and }u} 9 S s pIq " }u} 9 S s pIq .
Lemma 3.4 (Strichartz estimates). If V P K 0 and H has no resonance on r0,`8q, then
In both inequalities, the inhomogeneous norms can be replaced by the homogeneous ones.

Local-in-time Well-posedness and Energy Conservation Law
Now we prove local well-posedness (LWP), persistence of regularity and conservation laws for nonlinear Schrödinger equations with potentials. We begin by LWP in H s for s P p 1 2 , 1s. Proof. For u 0 P H s , let X :" tu : }u} S s pIq ď 2c}u 0 } H s u, where c is a large constant and I " r0, T s with T P p0, 1s to be chosen later. By the norm equivalence }u} H s " }u} H s , the theorem follows once we show that (4.1)
is a contraction on X, where ψ j P H 2 is a normalized eigenfunction such that }ψ j } L 2 " 1. Note that by the Sobolev inequality and the norm equivalence, }ψ j } S s pIq À }ψ j } H 2 and }ψ j }
}ψ j } H 2 . For notational convenience, we omit the time interval I in the norm }¨} L r tPI unless there is no confusion.
Applying the Strichartz estimates to p4.1q, we write
By the norm equivalence, the fractional Leibniz rule and the Sobolev inequality,
Similarly, we estimate the difference Φ u0 puq´Φ u0 pvq "˘i
From p4.2q and p4.3q, we conclude that if T is small enough depending on }u 0 } H s " }u 0 } H s , then Φ u0 is a well-defined contraction mapping on X.
Next, we prove the mass and energy conservation laws:
However, we need some extra works to make the above calculation rigorous, since Hu is not defined for H 1 -solutions. where I " r0, T s is a short time interval to be chosen later. We want to show that Φ u0 puq, given by p4.1q, is a contraction onX.
First, applying the Strichartz estimates, we get
Since p1`a`Hqp|u| 2 uq is bounded by
we write
We estimate each term by the Sobolev inequality, the norm equivalence and the definition of the
In the second inequality for C, we used the fractional integration by parts:
. This can be proved by a modification of the proof of the fractional Leibniz rule, see [ChWe] for example. Thus, we get
We estimate other terms in Φ u0 as we did in Theorem 4.1. Collecting all, we prove that
By choosing small T depending only on }u 0 } H s " }u 0 } H s together with p4.2q and p4.3q, we conclude that Φ u0 is contractive onX. (NLSV ) iu t`∆ u´V u´|u| 2 u " 0; up0q " u 0 .
Corollary 4.4 (Persistence of regularity
Recall that when V " 0, the energy conservation law yields the global-in-time well-posedness (GWP) in H 1 . We prove that the same is true in the presence of a potential:
Theorem 4.6 (GWP). If V P K 0 X L 3{2,8 and H has no resonance on r0,`8q, then NLSV is globally-in-time well-posed in H 1 .
Proof. Let uptq be a solution. By the norm equivalence and conservation laws,
ď 2Eruptqs`p1`aqM ruptqs " 2Eru 0 s`p1`aqM ru 0 s ă 8
for during its existence time. Thus uptq is global in H 1 .
